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Introduction
❖ A general problem:
For communication to be successful, language users need to keep
track of information in a discourse/conversation.

→ this concerns basic coherence monitoring but is especially crucial
given the ubiquity of context-dependent expressions

❖ A broad solution:
One prominent view in psycholinguistics is that syntactic
representations are vehicles to get to a less detailed and thus more
stable discourse representation (e.g. Sachs 1967, Garnham 2001)
➢ Research Question: What do discourse representations look like and
how are they being updated?
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Exploring the Space of Possibilities
1) Are discourse representations structured?
unstructured representation
DSS1, DSS2, DSS3 …

S1
S2
S3

structured representation
DSS1, DSS2| DSS3 …

…

2) Are discourse representations uniform for all expressions?

S1

uniform repr.
DSS1

“She only liked a few of the movies”

S1

distinct repr.
DREFSS1| FOC-ALTS1 | Q-DOM

“She only liked a few of the movies”
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Preview
❖ Today’s Focus:
- comparison of Focus alternatives vs “factual” presuppositions
with respect to following hypothesis:
QUD Domain Hypothesis
QUDs constitute boundaries for Focus alternatives
but not “factual” presuppositions.
❖ Some conceptual motivation:
➢ Focus as shape of the conversation; Q-A congruence (Beaver & Clark 2008)
➢ Factual presuppositions as shape of the world
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Formal Background
▪ Focus
- evokes a set of alternative propositions generated by substituting
Focused element with a free variable (Rooth 1985, 1992)
- set of alternatives modeled as contextually specified variable

▪ Question under Discussion (QUD)
- discourse governed by implicit or explicit questions generated
from Focus structure (Roberts 1996/2012)
- entailments between questions constitutes strategy of inquiry
▪ Presuppositions
- need to be satisfied in the Common Ground (Stalnaker 1971, 2014),
containing mutually accepted knowledge; or accommodated
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Psycholinguistic Background
▪ Focus
- processed online (Filik et al. 2009, Kim 2012, Romoli et al. 2015)
- affects alternatives (Gotzner 2015, Husband & Ferreira 2016)
▪ Question under Discussion (QUD)

- affects online processing of ellipsis (Grant et al. 2012)
- affects scalar implicatures (Zondervan 2010) & modals (Jeong 2018)
*structural notion not well studied
▪ Presuppositions
- processed online (Schwarz 2007, Tiemann 2014)
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Experiment 1a: Motivation
❖ QUD Domain Hypothesis
QUDs constitute boundaries for Focus alternatives
but not “factual” presuppositions.

→ Prediction: Accessing Focus alternative across QUD boundary should incur cost
▪ Likelihood presupposition of even provides nice test case for effect of
explicitly mentioned alternatives:
(1) Sally participated in the race and even [made first place]F.
(2) ?Sally participated in the race and even [made it to the finish line]F.
(3) Pam participated in the race but didn’t make it to the finish line.
Sally participated too and even [made it to the finish line]F.
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Experiment 1a: Design I
(4)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=36), 2x2
a. SAME QUD + Alternative Given
A: Did Anne participate in the BIKE RACE?
B: She did but she didn’t make it to the finish line.
A: Did Beth participate in the bike race?
B: Yes. She even made it to the finish line.
b. DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative Given

A: Did Anne participate in the ROWING CONTEST?
B: She did but she didn’t make it to the finish line.
A: Did Beth participate in the bike race?
B: Yes. She even made it to the finish line.
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Experiment 1a: Design II
(4)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=36), 2x2
a. SAME QUD + Alternative Given
Who participated in the bike race?
Did A participate?

Did B participate?

b. DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative Given
Who participated in what?
Who participated in the rowing contest?
Did A participate?

Who participated in the bike race?
Did B participate?
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Experiment 1a: Design III
(4)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=36), 2x2
c. SAME/DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative Given
A: Did Anne participate in the { BIKE RACE/ROWING CONTEST}?
B: She did but she didn’t make it to the finish line.
A: Did Beth participate in the bike race?
B: Yes. She even made it to the finish line.
d. SAME/DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative Not Given

A: Did Anne participate in the { BIKE RACE/ROWING CONTEST}?
B: She did but she didn’t win a medal.
A: Did Beth participate in the bike race?
B: Yes. She even made it to the finish line.
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Experiment 1a:
Rating Results
- marginal effect of QUD:
higher ratings for same than
for different (z = 1.9, p < .1 •)

- significant effect of ALTERN.:
higher ratings for alternative
given than not given
(z = 4.1, p < .001***)

- significant INTERACTION:
larger increase of alternative given
within same QUD
(z = 2.2, p < .05*)
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Experiment 1a:
RT Results
- significant effect of QUD:
slower RT for same than
for different (z = 3.2, p < .01**)

- significant effect of ALTERN.:
faster RT for alternative
given than not given
(z = 2.8, p < .05*)

- no INTERACTION:
numerical trend towards bigger
slowdown without alternative for
same QUD (z = 0.6, p = .55)
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Experiment 1a: Discussion
▪ Interim Summary
Prediction was borne out: presence of alternative increased ratings more
when QUD was maximally similar compared to minimal change
➢ Potential worry:
Results might be due to providing information about same rather than
different events makes final sentence more plausible independent of Focus
➢ …might not work for all items though:
(5)

A: Did Frank go to the { PROM/CHARITY GALA }?
B: He did but he didn’t get {a date/a limousine}.
A: Did Jake go to the prom?
B: Yes. He even had a date.
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Experiment 1b: Design
(6)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 16 fillers; N=48), 2x2
a. SAME/DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative (Not) Given
A: Did Anne participate in the { BIKE RACE/ROWING CONTEST}?
B: She did but she didn’t { make it to the finish line / win a medal }.
A: Did Beth participate in the bike race?
B: Yes, and she might’ve made it to the finish line.
b. SAME/DIFFERENT QUD + Alternative (Not) Given

A: Did Frank go to the { PROM/CHARITY GALA }?
B: He did but he didn’t get {a date/a limousine}.
A: Did Jake go to the prom?
B: Yes. Apparently he had a date.
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Experiment 1b:
Rating Results
- significant effect of QUD:
higher ratings for same than
for different (z = 3.0, p < .01**)

- no effect of ALTERNATIVE:
(z = 0.4, p = .71)

- no INTERACTION:
numerical trend towards larger
increase for same QUD when
alternative is given (z = 1.5, p = .15)
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Experiment 1b:
RT Results
- no effect of QUD:
(z = 0.7, p = .47)

- no effect of ALTERNATIVE:
numerical trend towards faster RT
with alternative (z = 1.6, p = .11)

- no INTERACTION:
(z = 0.4, p = .73)
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Experiment 2: Design I
(7)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 16 fillers; N=48), 2x2
a. NO INTERVENING QUD, +at least
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

Do you sell chocolate cake?
I'm afraid not.
Do you sell marble cake?
Don't have that either.
Do you at least sell carrot cake?

b. INTERVENING QUD, +at least
A:
A:
A:
A:

Do you sell chocolate cake?
B:
Do you sell marble cake?
B:
WHAT TIME DO YOU CLOSE ON SATURDAY? - B:
Do you at least sell carrot cake?

I'm afraid not.
Don't have that either.
WE'RE OPEN UNTIL 8PM.
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Experiment 2: Design I
(7)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 16 fillers; N=48), 2x2
c. (NO) INTERVENING QUD, +at least
A:
A:
(A:
A:

Do you sell chocolate cake?
B:
Do you sell marble cake?
B:
WHAT TIME DO YOU CLOSE ON SATURDAY? - B:
Do you at least sell carrot cake?

I'm afraid not.
Don't have that either.
WE'RE OPEN UNTIL 8PM.)

d. (NO) INTERVENING QUD, -at least
A:
A:
(A:
A:

Do you sell chocolate cake?
B:
Do you sell marble cake?
B:
WHAT TIME DO YOU CLOSE ON SATURDAY? - B:
Do you sell carrot cake?

I'm afraid not.
Don't have that either.
WE'RE OPEN UNTIL 8PM.)
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Experiment 2:
Rating Results
- significant effect of QUD:
higher ratings without intervening
QUD (z = 13.5, p < .001***)

- no effect of AT LEAST:
(z = 0.9, p = .35)

- no INTERACTION:
(z = 0.3, p = .73)
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Experiment 2:
RT Results
- significant effect of QUD:
faster RT without intervening QUD
(z = 4.4, p < .001***)

- significant effect of AT LEAST:
slower RT with at least
(z = 10.5, p < .001***)

- no INTERACTION:
(z = 0.3, p = .8)
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Experiment 2: Discussion
▪ Interim Summary
Prediction was not borne out: presence of intervening QUD decreased
ratings, but not more so for at least
➢ Potential issues:
- participants might’ve added an additional break before the final
sentence (as suggested by explicit feedback and the fact that
presenting dialogue in full in exit poll led to majority preferring
+at least compared to right trend in experiment [31 vs 13])
- exit poll comments suggested at least might help because it links
back to the discourse
- meta-linguistic considerations of at least being perceived as rude
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Experiment 3: Motivation
❖ QUD Domain Hypothesis
QUDs constitute boundaries for Focus alternatives
but not “factual” presuppositions.

→ Prediction II: Factual presuppositions should not be sensitive to QUD boundaries.
▪ Likelihood presupposition of even provides nice test case for effect of
explicitly mentioned alternatives:
(8)

Mary went swimming on Monday.
Tuesday she couldn’t go because her boss made her stay overtime.
She went swimming again on Wednesday.
(cf. ?? She went swimming on Wednesday too.)
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Experiment 3: Design I
(9)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=36), 2x2
a. NO INTERVENING QUD + again
A:
B:
A:
B:

Where did Amber stay when she was in LA?
She stayed at a motel.
Where did she stay when she was in Boston?
She stayed at a motel again in Boston.

b. INTERVENING QUD + again
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

Where did Amber stay when she was in LA?
She stayed at a motel.
WHERE DID SHE STAY WHEN SHE WAS IN CHICAGO?
SHE CRASHED AT A FRIEND’S HOUSE.
Where did she stay when she was in Boston?
She stayed at a motel again in Boston.
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Experiment 3: Design II
(9)

Sample Item (16 items, plus 12 fillers; N=35), 2x2
c. (NO) INTERVENING QUD + again

A: Where did Amber stay when she was in LA? - B: She stayed at a motel.
(A: WHERE DID SHE STAY WHEN SHE WAS IN CHICAGO?
B: SHE CRASHED AT A FRIEND’S HOUSE.)
A: Where did she stay when she was in Boston? - B: She stayed at a motel again in Boston.

d. (NO) INTERVENING QUD + also
A: Where did Amber stay when she was in LA? - B: She stayed at a motel.
(A: WHERE DID SHE STAY WHEN SHE WAS IN CHICAGO?
B: SHE CRASHED AT A FRIEND’S HOUSE.)
A: Where did she stay when she was in Boston? - B: She also stayed at a motel in Boston.
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Experiment 3:
Rating Results
- significant effect of QUD:
higher ratings without intervening
QUD (z = 2.4, p < .05*)
- marginal effect of TRIGGER:
higher ratings for again than also
(z = 1.8, p < .1•)
- significant INTERACTION:
QUD effect driven by decrease for
also, not again (z = 2.6, p < .01**)
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Experiment 3:
RT Results
- significant effect of QUD:
slower RT with intervening QUD
(z = 2.9, p < .01**)
- no effect of TRIGGER:
(z = 0.1, p = .95)
- significant INTERACTION:
QUD effect driven by slowdown for
also (z = 2.7, p < .05*)
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Experiment 3: Discussion
▪ Interim Summary
Prediction was borne out:
intervening QUD decreased ratings & increased RTs more for also than again
➢ Moreover, effect might depend on intervening material:
- interaction was numerically larger when answer to intervening QUD
was (more or less) contrary to first response [0.54 vs 0.21]

➢ This could be explained by:
- distinct discourse stores (QUD domains vs Common Ground)
- different access mechanisms (search vs content-addressable)

- different semantic representations (events vs sets of propositions)
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General Discussion I
▪ Experiments 1a,b provided evidence that accessibility of Focus
alternatives of even is sensitive to QUD-structure
➢ could be due to general cost for crossing QUD boundary,
or decreased likelihood of accessing material prior to QUD
▪ Experiment 2 showed no evidence of at least causing difficulty to access
alternatives across QUD and thus failed to support the Hypothesis
➢ might have been due to lack of control over how participants assigned ratings
▪ Experiment 3 provided evidence for difference between also and again
with respect to discourse locality/interference
➢ could be due to difference in discourse stores, access mechanism or more
general semantic representation
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General Discussion II
Option A: distinct stores with different update mechanisms
QUD1
S1
S2
QUD2
S3

QUD-Domain
| common ground
FOC-ALTS1, FOC-ALTS2 | FOC-ALTS3 | PSP1, PSP2, PSP3
QUD-Domain updated after each QUD-switch,
Common Ground updated after each accepted proposition

Option B: uniform, unstructured representations but different access
“… FOC …”

{DSS1, DSS2, DSS3}

uniform representation
DSS1, DSS2, DSS3

“… PSP …”

DSS1
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General Discussion III
▪ Open Issues:
➢ does position of intervener in discourse matter?
➢ do Focus and factual presuppositions differ in their update mechanism?
I.e. Common Ground depends on acceptance, Focus alternatives don’t:
(10) A:
B:
a.
b.

Tiffany participated in the bike race but didn’t make it to the
finish line.
That’s not true, Tiffany didn’t participate!
C:
??I heard she’s participating again next year.
C:
I heard Emma even made it to the finish line.
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Thank you!
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BIEZMA , BRIAN DILLON AND AUDIENCES AT THE UMASS
PSYCHOLINGUISTICS WORKSHOP AND SEMANTIC WORKSHOP.
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filler ratings with 'apparently’
f_diff_-alt
6.04 0.1042
f_diff_+alt
5.86 0.1303
f_same_-alt
6.18 0.09924
f_same_+alt
6.32 0.0947
filler ratings with 'might've’
f_diff_-alt
5.30 0.1662
f_diff_+alt
5.30 0.1573
f_same_-alt
5.44 0.1624
f_same_+alt
5.67 0.135

Appendix:
Experiment 1b,
Rating Results
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